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The revolutionary period did not revolutionise armaments. They just adjusted what 

remained from the monarchy! This adaptation was within the greater anarchy which 

disrupted all arms factories, even in  Klingenthal . The period of Wars undertaken by 

the Convention was short - from April 1792 to July 1794. 

 

 It remained for the Directoire period to attempt the reorganization necessary 

due to the current wars. It did not succeed in this mission and it will be achieved by 

the Consulat. To understand what happened from August 1794 to November 1799, 

you must understand the Directoire period.  

The bloody days are gone but bad management and a suspicious atmosphere 

prevents the reorganisation of the nation. There is mess everywhere and no 

regulation.  

 The first attempt of regulation takes place in Year IV (1795-1796) :  it was for 

the cavalry  and dragons swords. 

We cannot speak of "model" because they were identical to  swords that already 

existed : "Fleurons" hilt with revolutionary stamps and old scabbard (3 furnishings for 

dragoons with "beliere"- leather staps - and 2 furnishings for cavalry the sword worn 

in a shoulder belt "au Gousset"). These swords are adaptations of the 1784 -1786 

models because of the cooper shortage . They are made in national workshops. 



Year IV sees also the birth of a sword  for Carabiniers of the Republic - a shell hilt  

with a grenade, this one replaces the sword "de Monsieur " model 1777.  

Year IV again, is the year of a sword for hussars. Hussars use their curved blade 

with simple knuklebow and langets, wood scabbard with brass . The year IV sword 

are  the1786-90 models which differ only by a blade engraved with "ref. fr" instead of 

the lilly of the French monarchy. Furthermore the scabbard is made of sheet iron 

instead of brass. 

"Chasseurs" were more often equipped like Hussars and ceded their 1790 model to 

Dragoons. 

The infantry trusted their “Briquet”’s but it was in competition with the sword called 

"small Montmorency". The Artillery who were wise and specialized,  kept the short 

sword. With the horse artillery some use a compromise between a roman gladius 

short sword and the "briquet" sword with one branch. 

 

Regarding officers:  

 The cavalry and dragoon officers wear in principle the "garde de bataille" hilt.  

The scabbards become identical with 3 furnishings because of the widespread 

wearing of swords with leather straps called "beliere". 

 Carabiniers officers have a hilt called "a la Marguerite" (see period 3 ) that 

was also worn during the same period as the "garde de Bataille" hilt with silver 

grenade.  

 Hussars officers wore a true kaleidoscope of sword types.  Some with more or 

less foreign influences.  With large blade, simple branch  hilt and wood scabbard 

coated metal. 

  "Chasseurs" officers had a sword very similar to that of the hussars, with a 

narrow blade with a scabbard with  2 loose ring and a chape.  Soon they will wear 

swords inspired by the hussars without langets and scabbard with 3 furnishings. 

 In the line  infantry, the officers wear a small sword with Republican attributes 



- the small sword with "pas d'âne rings" like the musketeer is abandoned for a sword 

with double quillon "a la  Française". 

In the light infantry , officers predominantly use small swords with curved blade 

derived from the foot "chasseurs ". This is logical as the light infantry comes from the 

old foot "chasseurs "  battalion. The situation is identical for the artillery officers, but 

the scabbard is covered with brass.  The small sword is worn too. 

 In summary, for the period of the Directoire, Officers continued following the 

 martial habits of the monarchy. The only effort made to change is perhaps the 

officers sword, the IV  with simple branch and pommel with a brass plume helmet 

and the short sword for artillery officers called "for comanders". 

 From the Egypt campaign , came a fashion for oriental arms, some time the 

blades are oriental and associated with a French hilt, we also see weapons made in 

France, but looking oriental. In principle, only the squadron of Mamelukes of the 

consular guard is armed with oriental swords (see annex). That is true for the troops 

- but for the officers - all who are in contact with the light cavalry  adopt such swords 

even though these officers never went to Egypt. This will run until the end of the 

empire but extended into the restoration period and July monarchy - but in this 

period it was mainly the English influence that predominated.   The fashion 

disappeared during the Second Empire.  

 

Consulate period 

 Gassendi and his collaborator Cotti had the task of creating a new system 

that would remove the mess of the Directoire period. This will be the systems year IX 

and year XIII . In reality it was only one system with the dates marking revisions. 

 Heavy cavalry became Cuirassiers. They received the famous  flat sword 

blade  in the year IX (1800-01) and a double guttered blade ,inspired of the 1786 

model, in year XI (1802-03). The famous 4 branch hilt of this sword did not disappear 

in the heavy cavalry until 1882. The scabbard is thin sheet iron for year IX model, 

thicker for year XI model and lighter for year XIII (1805-06) model.  The cuirassiers 



receive armour year IX, different to the officers and troops. 

 Dragons continued to use the "fleurons "model (see part 3) and leather 

scabbard. They had no model year IX , They wore the model year XIII, identical to 

cuirassiers but with a leather scabbard with brass chape and 2 loose ring. Officers 

retained their swords "garde de bataille", but with larger blades and wider shells 

adorned with a grenade for some. 

 Carabiniers received a sword in red copper adorned with a grenade. The 

scabbard is  leather. The officers wear the "garde de bataille " hilt sword with 

grenade or the sabre called "a la Marguerite” (see part 3 article). 

 Hussars will make desperate efforts to keep their traditional swords. It 

disappeared officially in the year XI. This did not prevent the hussar from keeping 

their old swords from the monarchy with a simple branch . Officers who armed 

themselves at their expense retained until the end of the empire their traditional 

weapons. The luxury of these weapons might not be to everyone’s taste. 

 Chasseurs drop the "a la hussard" style for a sword which bears their name in 

the Mr Cotti system. We should speak here of the particular model of the 2nd 

chasseur regiment,  This was the old Dragoons Montmorency regiment who won the 

right to keep their sword with the blade "Montmorency" half basket hilt  after the 

battle of Marengo. It seemed, however, that only the officers who were arming 

themselves at their expense, had this privilege which they  kept up until the 

restoration period.  Other  Chasseurs officers kept the style "a la Hussard" but we 

find a variety of swords with luxury swords, "a la Hussard", old swords of 

"Chasseurs" and the new models year XI and XIII. 

 In the infantry, those who carried a sword now have the "Briquet" year IX or 

XIII model.   Fantasy weapons no longer permitted. The line infantry officers always 

keep the small sword - but it still tends to disappear for a little sword already in use in 

the light infantry (see period 3).  The models were not regulatory, but accepted. 



 Artillery have a regulatory small sword but it is not very common in use. 

Officers have a small sword scabbard of brass and officers of the horse artillery have 

a sword as Chasseurs or hussars. 

 

Consular and Imperial Guard 

 In the year III (august 1895) the constitution created the Guard of the 

legislative corps of several hundred men. In these men was a squadron of 

Gendarmes (from old king's military household). These gendarmes wear a sword 

called " de Chasseur" 1790 model (see part 3 table) - half basket hilt engraved 

"Grenadiers de Gendarmerie". 

The infantry have the "briquet" sword. In year V ( 1796-97), this sword was changes 

for one of the first Boutet and Versailles manufacture. A flat , straight bladed sword in 

a leather scabbard with brass cape and looser rings.  

This mixed Guard of the Directoire which became the active arm of Bonaparte during 

the 18-19 brumaire "coup d'état" became the Consulary guard , and Boutet did a 

most prestigious model for them. It has a straight flat blade but in a high quality , hilt 

has three branches adorned with a grenade. This sword is the first version of the 

sword for horse grenadiers 1802 model. This model having proved fragile was 

replaced in 1807. It was further strengthened in 1812. 

 Regarding the "Chasseurs à cheval" from the Imperial guard, they were 

guides or scouts for the army of Italy.   Dressed as hussars, they had a  Hussar 

sword  of revolutionary manufacturing without certain  features. Boutet made for 

them a luxury hussar sword (see annex and old sword article about it) .  

Regarding the officers of these two prestigious corps. Each carries a particular 

model. The Chasseurs were limited (see article in oldswords), the decoration of the 

Grenadiers officers  swords  were overloaded (see annex). We have already 

mentioned the sword of mameluks.   Included despite their ephemeral existence , the 



Pathfinders of the guards (see annex) had a sword with simple branch adorned by a 

snake with  6 branches. 

 Other configurations of the guard carry weapons from the year IX, XI, or year 

XIII systems. They differ only by gilt brass loose rings. They all come from the 

manufactory of Versailles. The infantry of the Guard receives two "Briquet" - for 

grenadiers and for the Chasseur.  The others are classic "Briquet",  but 

manufactured in Versailles. 

The Infantry officers have a common model, there are only distinguishable by the 

engravings on the blade . These swords are long slightly curved, fullered , simple 

knucklebow with Lozenge, flat langets (see annex ). 

Foots artillery Guards wear a classic infantry briquet,  some wear a short sword 1771 

model with overloaded decoration. The officers have the same sword as the officers 

of the Old Guard. The horse artillery and the Lancers have the "Chasseur  a cheval " 

sword . 

Finally, to close the chapter, must describe the sappers sabre.  An eagle-headed 

sword made by Le Manceaux and the AX made by Klingenthal. 

About this period, we must also mention the famous weapons of honor. 

The rest  of the regulations of the Year XII reformed the regulation Year IV for 

officers - those of the infantry, and Staff Services . The ‘Command’ short sword is 

affected with the new regulation to general officers and not only to army ‘Command’ 

officers. A small sword is specified for infantry officers. This new regulation text 

describes an Admiral sword and a sword and  small sword for marine officers. 

Inspectors and curators also received a small sword. 

The officials of this period were very busy preparing for the new military conflicts and 

did not have time to deal with the changes in swords.  There were three exceptions: 

1- Creation in 1809 of  the Polish Lancers followed in 1812 by the French 

2- In 1810, Colonel Bardin attempts to impose a new sword for Carabiniers similar to 

Horse Grenadier but the end of the 1st empire ended the project 



3- Breastplates, 1807, 1812 for Cuirassiers and 1810 for Carabiniers, with a troop 

and officers models. 

 



Photography translation: 

1.Roustan uniform, the Mameluk of Napoleon, 1802 

2.Dragoon from 9th regiment , 1802 

3.Sailor from the imperial guard in 1810  

4.Grenadier officer of the imperial guard in 1810 

5.One of the first decision of the National Convention, which took office September 

21, 1792, is to remove the cross of St. Louis. It is therefore urgent for the first consul 

4 Nivose  year VIII to create a reward to the warriors who have rendered service. 

The qualification changed - during the monarchy 10 years of military presence is 

enough to get the cross of Saint-Louis.   The weapon of honour also wants to lead by 

example. For example, the citizen Thierry, 14th regiment of "Chasseur a cheval" 

received the sword for fighting. The object is quality with silver hilt, blued blade and 

scabbard autographed and personalized.  

 

 



Table : Sword evolution during Directoire - Consulat - Empire period  

 

 

 

    



Annex  

photo 1 , 2, 3 : Old Guard Infantry officer sword (blade IS&C Solingen) 

 

 

 

Photography 4  : One of Grenadier sword Imperial Guard officer  
 



 
 

 
Photography 5 et 6 : Mameluk sword - Imperial guard Chasseurs scadron 
 

 
 



Photography 7 - Dr Lacroix collection sales in 2008 
 

 
39 SABRE D'INFANTERIE modèle an IX dit "briquet" 
40 SABRE D'INFANTERIE modèle an XI dit "briquet" 
41 SABRE DE GRENADIER À CHEVAL DE LA GARDE IMPERIALE 
42 SABRE DE CHASSEUR À CHEVAL DE LA GARDE IMPÉRIALE 
43 SABRE D'OFFICIER DES ÉCLAIREURS (pathfinders)DE LA GARDE 
IMPÉRIALE 
44 :SABRE DE MARINS DE LA GARDE IMPÉRIALE 
45 SABRE DE MARINE DE LA GENDARMERIE DES PORTS (harbor police) 



Original Article…. 
 







 


